Robin Spielberg’s *By Way of the Wind* is a fully orchestrated program of original compositions designed to resonate with today’s audiences. Each composition is a testament to the theme of the human journey through the world, recounting the courage and resilience needed to thrive. Along with multimedia visuals and spoken word introductions, this program has fully published charts for orchestras, youth orchestras, and small ensembles.

As Spielberg describes it, “*By Way of the Wind* is music that reflects how we are carried, pushed, challenged, guided through life by unseen forces. It describes the human experience of moving through the world.” A theme of resilience runs through the 11 pieces, including “Circle of Life,” “Return of a Knight,” the immigration journey inspired “A Song for Jennie,” and the “New Freedom Suite” tribute to members of the armed services and veterans.

Robin Spielberg is one of America’s premiere composer/pianists, having released 24 recordings, including original work for solo piano and piano ensemble, albums for holiday, Americana music, music from the Great American Songbook, lullabies, and her unique covers of nostalgic love songs. Spielberg has toured throughout the US and Asia, written an award-winning memoir on the realities of being an independent touring artist, and works tirelessly to advocate for music therapy and educate the public on the links between music and mental health. She has given a TEDx talk on the transformative power of music and dozens of keynote addresses on the subject.

**Program**

01. Flying (7:06)
02. Wherever You Go (2:52)
03. A Song for Jennie (5:03)
04. Circle of Life (3:11)
05. Return of a Knight (5:11)
06. In the Arms of the Wind (7:38)
07. Walk with Me (3:26)
08. Ireland: An Orchestral Portrait (11:03)
   New Freedom Suite:
09. I. Memories of Utopia (3:58)
10. II. Soldier’s Journey (4:25)
11. III. One Step Closer (4:03)

**Awards**

Winner! Best Classical Song
“Ireland: An Orchestral Portrait”
Clouzine International Music Awards

Silver Winner! Classical Crossover
“Ireland: An Orchestral Portrait”
Global Music Awards

Nominee: Contemporary Classical
“Walk with Me”
Hollywood Independent Music Awards

Nominee: Best Epic/Orchestral
“Ireland: An Orchestral Portrait”
Hollywood Music & Media Awards